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We present a new determination off Ds using 5 million e
1e2→cc̄ events obtained with the CLEO II
detector. Our value is derived from our new measured ratioG(Ds
1→m1n)/G(Ds1→fp1)50.17360.023
60.035. UsingB(Ds1→fp1)5(3.660.9)%, we extractf Ds5(280619628634) MeV. We compare this
result with various model calculations.@S0556-2821~98!03715-1#
PACS number~s!: 13.20.Fcw
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I. INTRODUCTION
Measuring purely leptonic decays of heavy mesons allo
the determination of meson decay constants, which con
measured quantities, such as theBB̄ mixing ratio, to
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix elements. Cur-
rently, it is not possible to determinef B experimentally from
leptonicB decays, so theoretical calculations off B must be
used. Measurements of the Cabibbo-favored pseudos
decay constants such asf Ds provide a check on these calcu
*Permanent address: University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712.
†Permanent address: Lawrence Livermore National Laborat
Livermore, CA 94551.
‡Permanent address: BINP, RU-630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
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lar
lations and help discriminate among different models.
The decay rate forDs
1 is given by@1,2#
G~Ds
1→ l 1n!5
GF
2
8p
f Ds
2 ml
2MDsS 12 ml2MDs2 D
2
uVcsu2, ~1!
whereMDs is theDs mass,ml is the mass of the final stat
lepton,Vcs is a CKM matrix element equal to 0.974@3#, and
GF is the Fermi coupling constant. Various theoretical p
dictions of f Ds range from 190 MeV to 350 MeV. Because o
helicity suppression, the electron modeDs
1→e1n has a very
small rate. The relative widths are 10: :231025 for the
t1n, m1n ande1n final states, respectively. Unfortunate
the mode with the largest branching fraction,t1n, has at
least two neutrinos in the final state and is difficult to dete
In a previous publication@4#, CLEO reported the mea
surement off Ds5(344637652642) MeV, using the de-
cay sequenceDs*
1→gDs1 , Ds1→m1n. Three other groups
y,
Y
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IMPROVED MEASUREMENT OF THE PSEUDOSCALAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 032002have also published the observation ofDs
1→m1n and ex-
tracted values of Ds. WA75 reportedf Ds as (232645620
648) MeV using muons fromDs
1 leptonic decays seen i
emulsions @5#; BES measured a value of (4302130
1150
640) MeV by fully reconstructingDs
1 mesons close to the
production threshold ine1e2 collisions @6#; and E653 ex-
tracted a value of (194635620614) MeV from one prong
decays into muons seen in an emulsion target@7#.
In this paper we describe an improved CLEO analys
We use a sample of about 5 millione1e2→cc̄ events col-
lected with the CLEO II detector@8# at the Cornell Electron
Storage Ring ~CESR!. The integrated luminosity is
4.79 fb21 at theY(4S) resonance or at energies just belo
This paper supersedes our previous result which was b
on a subset of the current data with 2.13 fb21. The improve-
ments include a better analysis algorithm, more data, m
precise measurements of the lepton fakes, and reduced
tematic uncertainties.
II. ANALYSIS METHOD
A. Overview
The analysis reported in this paper is based on proced
developed for the previous CLEO II measurement off Ds @4#.
We search for the decay chainDs*
1→gDs1 , Ds1→m1n.
The photon from theDs*
1 decay and the muon from th
Ds
1→m1n decay are measured directly, while the neutri
is measured indirectly by using the near-Hermiticity of t
CLEO II detector to determine missing momentum and
ergy. Using the missing momentum as the neutrino mom
tum, we look for a signal in the mass difference
DM5M ~gm1n!2M ~m1n!, ~2!
so that the relatively large errors from the missing mom
tum calculation will mostly cancel.
To study theDM signal and background shapes and
evaluate the effectiveness of our Monte Carlo efficien
simulation, we also collect a data sample of similar topolo
D* o→gDo, Do→K2p1. We treat these fully reconstructe
data events asDs
1→m1n decays by removing the measur
ments of thep1 from both the tracking chambers and th
calorimeter to simulate then, and by ‘‘identifying’’ the K2
as a muon. Our aim here is to compare the Monte Ca
simulation of theseD* o decays with what we obtain from
the data.
Another useful event sample consists of the decay
quenceD* 1→p1Do, Do→K2p1, since this sample ha
relatively high statistics and negligible background. We u
these events to study the missing energy and momen
measurements by eliminating the measurements of the
p1 from theDo decay from both the tracking chambers a
calorimeter to simulate the neutrino, and call theK2 a muon.
B. Background
There are several potential sources of background for
measurement. The real physics backgrounds, such as s03200.
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leptonic decays, are almost identical in muon and elect
final states because of lepton universality. For the lepto
Ds
1 decay, however, the electronic width is negligible
comparison to the muonic width. Thus, performing the ide
tical analysis except for selecting electrons rather than mu
gives us a quantitative measurement of the background l
due to real leptons.Ds
1→m1n andD1→m1n are the only
physics processes that produce significantly more prim
muons than electrons with momenta above 2 GeV/c in con-
tinuum e1e2 annihilations in theY(4S) energy region.
D1→m1n decay background in our sample is highly su
pressed by the CKM angle@Eq. ~1!#, and by the small
D* 1→gD1 branching ratio, (1.460.560.6)% @9#.
Another source of background results from the misiden
fication of hadrons as muons~fakes!. Since muon identifica-
tion in CLEO II has larger fake rates than electron ident
cation, we need to consider the excess fakes in the m
sample relative to the electron sample. To determine
hadron-induced muon and electron fake background con
butions, we multiply theDM distribution of all tracks, ex-
cluding identified leptons, by an effective hadron-to-lept
fake rate, measured with tagged hadronic track samples.
detailed analysis of this effective fake rate is described
Sec. III.
After removing the above two components, all remaini
events result from eitherDs*
1→gDs1 , Ds1→mn decays, or
from spurious combinations of random photons and r
Ds
1→m1n and D1→m1n decays. The shape of the latte
component is determined using the fully reconstruc
D* 1→p1Do,Do→K2p1 data sample, and the normaliza
tion is determining by measuring theDs*
1/Ds
1 production
ratio. Subsequently, we will form a single signal shape fro
these two signal components.
C. Event selection and background suppression
Most of the leptons fromB meson decays are removed b
requiring a minimum lepton momentum of 2.4 GeV/c,
which is 33% efficient forDs
1→m1n. Leptons fromt1t2
pairs, and other QED processes with low multiplicity, a
suppressed by requiring that the event either has at least
well reconstructed charged tracks, or at least three cha
tracks accompanied by at least six neutral energy clusters
suppress background from particles that escape detectio
large cosu, whereu is the angle with respect to the bea
axis, we require that the angle between the missing mom
tum of the event and the beam axis,umiss, does not point
along the beam direction, specificallyucosumissu,0.9.
Muons are required to penetrate at least seven interac
lengths of iron, and to haveucosuu,0.85. The muon iden-
tification efficiency, measured withe1e2→m1m2g events,
is (8561)% for muons above 2.4 GeV and is very flat
momentum. Electrons must have an energy deposit in
electromagnetic calorimeter close to the fitted track mom
tum, and adE/dx measurement in the main drift chamb
consistent with that expected for electrons. The elect
identification efficiency forucosuu,0.85, is found by em-
bedding tracks from radiative Bhabha events into hadro2-3
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M. CHADA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 032002events. For electrons with momentum greater than 2.4 G
a value of (8962)% is used.
To subtract the electron data from the muon data we n
to have a precise measure of the muon to electron norm
ization. Detector material causes a difference between mu
and electrons, as electrons tend to radiate more. The co
tion factor is estimated to lower the electron rate by 5%: th
we assign a15% increase in the electron sample due to t
outer bremmstrahlung. A Monte Carlo study shows that
main background contributions from real leptons in theDM
distribution are semileptonicD decays, mostlyD→Kln,
p ln andh ln. As a specific example of the near equality
the muon and electron rates we made a detailed study o
D1→Kol 1n decay. A calculation of the different probabil
ties that a photon is emitted in the decay~inner bremsstrah-
lung! for D1→Kol 1n was performed according to the pr
scription of Atwood and Marciano@10#. This effect raises the
electron rate by12.7%. This inner bremsstrahlung corre
tion for the different semileptonic final states averages a
to 12.7%. We also correct for differences in muon and el
tron phase space, which lowers the relative electron norm
ization (21.7% for D1→Kol 1n). Taking all of these
sources into account, including the different possible de
modes and the fact that the electron detection efficienc
4% larger than the muon efficiency, we use a correction f
tor of 1.0160.03 to multiply the electron sample to accou
for the physics backgrounds and the identification efficien
difference.
Photons must be in the angular regionucosuu,0.71. We
require a minimum energy of 150 MeV, which is 78% ef
cient for Ds*
1→gDs1 decay, to eliminate background
caused by the large number of low energy photons. Com
nations of two photons which have invariant masses wit
two standard deviations of thepo mass are eliminated.~The
rmsp° mass resolution is 5 MeV.! We also insist that in the
rest frame of theDs*
1 candidate, the cosine of the ang
between the photon and theDs*
1 direction in the lab be
larger than20.7. A small residualb→uln background is
suppressed by requiring that the thrust axis lines up with
Ds*
1 candidate momentum so that the cosine of the an
between them is greater than 0.975.
D. Signal shape and efficiency
To evaluate the neutrino four-vector we measure the m
ing momentum and energy in only half of the event; w
divide the event into two hemispheres using the thrust axi
the event. The missing momentumpW miss and energyEmiss
are calculated using only energy and momentum meas
ments (Ei ,pW i) in the hemisphere that contains the lept
~kaon!. We compute the energy sum assuming all tracks
pions, unless they are positively identified as kaons, or p
tons bydE/dx measurement in the drift chamber. We defi
the missing momentum and energy as
pW miss5pW thrust2( pW i and Emiss5Ebeam2( Ei ,
~3!03200V,
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where the direction ofpW thrust is given by the thrust axis. The
magnitude ispthrust
2 5Ebeam
2 2mjet
2 , whereEbeam is the beam
energy andmjet is the average mass of a charm quark j
measured to be 3.2 GeV using our sample of fully reco
structedD* 1 events@11#. A Ds
1 candidate is selected b
requiring 1.2 GeV,M (m1n),3.0 GeV, and that the miss
ing mass squared be consistent with a neutri
uEmiss
2 2pmiss
2 u,2 GeV2, where the cut values are based
studies using theD* 1 events. Furthermore, we also requi
pmiss.0.8 GeV/c to suppress backgrounds, since realDs
1
→m1n events must have some missing momentum. T
Ds*
1 candidate momentum is required to be abo
2.4 GeV/c. We find a factor of two increase in efficiency b
using only one hemisphere to determine the missing mom
tum relative to using the whole event.
Although the measurement errors on the muon and n
trino tend to cancel when evaluating the mass difference
Eq. ~2!, the neutrino is poorly enough measured to caus
significant broadening of the resolution in comparison w
fully reconstructedDs*
1 samples. Improvement is possib
by using the constraint that the muon and neutrino fo
vectors must have theDs invariant mass. Since the muon
much better measured than the neutrino, we vary only
neutrino momentum relative to the selected muon. From c
servation of energy and momentum, we have
EDs5Em1En and ~4!
pW Ds5p
W
m1pW n . ~5!
Squaring Eq.~5! in the local coordinate frame defined b
the muon and the reconstructed neutrino, using Eq.~4! and
rearranging shows a relationship betweenpn and the cosine
of the angle between the muon and neutrino:
pn5~mDs
2 2mm
2 !/~2Em22pmcosu!,
where Em5Amm2 1pm2 . ~6!
Figure 1 shows the constraint as a surface of revolut
about the muon momentum vector. We start by definin
plane by the vector cross product of the measured muon
neutrino three-vectors, though the ‘‘correct’’ solution ma
lie outside this plane. We next find the minimum distan
from the measured neutrino momentum vector to the surfa
Clearly, the new neutrino momentum is the vector sum of
FIG. 1. The relationship between the muon and neutrino m
mentum vectors and the constraint surface imposed by theDs in-
variant mass.2-4
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IMPROVED MEASUREMENT OF THE PSEUDOSCALAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 032002measured neutrino momentumpW n meas and the distance in
momentum space, dW, as is shown in Fig. 1. This procedur
improves theDM resolution by about 30%.
We use Monte Carlo simulation to determine theDM
signal shape@Eq. ~2!# and to estimate our efficiency. Sinc
this analysis involves reconstructing a missing neutrino,
are concerned that the Monte Carlo will not adequately sim
late the data. As a check we evaluate the accuracy of
simulation using our D* o→gDo, Do→K2p1 sample,
where we eliminate thep1 to simulate the neutrino and trea
the K2 as a muon.
We start with aD* o→gDo, Do→K2p1 Monte Carlo
simulation. Figure 2~a! shows the fully reconstructed mas
differenceDM5M (gKp)2M (Kp) distribution after a cut
on the K2p1 invariant mass of630 MeV around the
known Do mass~where the rms resolution is 8 MeV!. The
kaon is required to have momentum greater than 2.4 GeVc,
which is the same cut as we use on the muon in theDs
1
→m1n channel. In theDM distribution there is a substantia
signal but also significant background, so aDM sideband
subtraction is performed. We use a bin-by-bin subtracti
The central value of the signal is 142 MeV and the rms wi
is 5.5 MeV. The sidebands used are 114–126 MeV and 1
170 MeV. After applying the additional background suppre
sion cuts, described above, we obtain the mass differe
distribution DM5M (gKpmiss)2M (Kpmiss) shown in Fig.
3. There is a clear signal peak associated with the photon
it is fitted to an asymmetric Gaussian with low side and h
sides ’s of 15 MeV and 16 MeV, respectively. The small fl
component results from replacing the correct photon w
another photon.
The partial efficiency for neutrino detection only fro
Monte Carlo for a fully reconstructedD* o event with both
the D* o and its kaon daughter having a momentum grea
FIG. 2. The DM5M (gK2p1)2M (K2p1) mass difference
distributions for fully reconstructed events ofD* o→gDo, Do
→K2p1, after a requirement that theK2p1 mass be within 2.5
standard deviations of theDo mass.~a! D* o Monte Carlo;~b! data.03200e
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than 2.4 GeV to appear in the signal peak after neutr
reconstruction is found to ben 5 (38.962.6)% @12#. The
overall detection efficiency forD* o→Dog, Do→K1pmiss is
(4.860.3)% @13#.
Next, we repeated the analysis described above for
fully reconstructedD* o→gDo data sample. The fully recon
structedDM distribution is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The DM
distribution for the missing neutrino is shown in Fig. 4 whe
the sideband subtraction again has been performed. The
FIG. 3. TheDM5M (gKpmiss)2M (Kpmiss) mass difference
distributions for the simulated missing momentum analysis us
Monte Carlo ofD* o→gDo, Do→K2p1. A sideband subtraction
to remove background in the initialD* o selection has been applied
The curve and fitting procedure are described in the text.
FIG. 4. TheDM5M (gKpmiss)2M (Kpmiss) mass difference
distributions for the simulated missing momentum analysis for
D* o→gDo, Do→K2p1 real data. A sideband subtraction to r
move background in the initialDo selection has been applied. Th
curve used is from the Monte Carlo signal shape.2-5
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M. CHADA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 032002ting parameters derived from the Monte Carlo signal sh
fit the data very well, with ax2 of 23 for 27 degrees o
freedom and a confidence level of 69%. The partial e
ciency for neutrino detection of (38.563.7)% agrees well
with Monte Carlo simulation.
In principle the resolution and efficiency forDs*
1
→gDs1 , Ds1→m1n can be somewhat different from that fo
the D* o sample described above, because of the differ
fragmentation with ans quark rather than au quark. Since
our Monte Carlo simulation accurately describes theD* o
→gDo, Do→K2p1 process, we rely on it for ourDs* study.
In Fig. 5 we show theDM5M (gm1n)2M (m1n) distribu-
tion from Monte Carlo simulation. This distribution contain
a Gaussian part due to the signal, plus a background w
occurs when the correct photon from theDs* decay is re-
placed with another random photon in the event. We fit
histogram with an asymmetric Gaussian signal shape ha
low side and high sides ’s of 15 MeV and 17 MeV, and the
functionAx2x0e2a(x2x0) to parametrize the random photo
component, wherex[DM . The Gaussian signal shap
agrees well with theD* o Monte Carlo and data. Using th
Gaussian signal part only, the overall efficiency is found
be (4.260.3)%, where the error includes the systematic
fect of the efficiency difference between data and Mo
Carlo determined by theD* o sample.
An additional source of events in theDM distribution
comes from directDs
1→m1n decays which pair with a ran
dom photon to form aDs*
1 candidate. These are in additio
to Ds*
1 events where the correct photon is replaced by
other photon, as mentioned above. These two signal co
butions are fixed relative to the directDs*
1→gDs1 ,Ds1
→mn signal using our measurement ofDs* 1/Ds1 production
ratio above 2.4 GeV of 1.0860.13 ~see below!. Thirdly,
there is a small contribution fromD1→m1n decays com-
bined with a random photon. The shape inDM of all these
contributions is modeled using theD* 1→p1Do event
FIG. 5. TheDM5M (gmpmiss)2M (mpmiss) mass difference
distributions for the missing momentum analysis for theDs*
1
→gDs1 , Ds1→m1n Monte Carlo. The curve and fitting procedu
are described in the text.03200e
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sample, by combining theM (Kpmiss) candidates with ran-
dom photons in the same event, and fitting with the fun
tional formAx2x0e2a(x2x0) to parametrize the total random
photon component. The distributions in Fig. 5 and the r
dom photon component function are summed using app
priate weights to produce the expected shape for the sum
the Ds*
1→gDs1 , Ds1→m1n signal plus random photon
background shown in Fig. 6.
E. Measurement of theDs
1 and Ds*
1 rates
In order to measure the relative rates ofDs* andDs pro-
duction, and the absolute level ofDs production above
2.4 GeV/c we use theDs
1→fp1 decay mode. Thef is
searched for in theK1K2 decay mode. We require the pho
ton from theDs*
1 decay to satisfy the same requirements
FIG. 7. ~a! The fp1 mass distribution and~b! the DM
5M (gfp1)2M (fp1) mass difference distribution with the re
quirement thatfp1 mass is consistent with the knownDs
1 mass.
The signal shapes are taken from Monte Carlo simulation. T
background shape in~a! is a second order polynomial, while in~b!
it is the sum of half-integer polynomials.
FIG. 6. TheDs*
1→gDs1 , Ds1→m1n signal distribution plus
random photon background as determined from the signal Mo
Carlo simulation combined with theD* 1 data sample analyzed fo
the missingn as D* o→gDo, Do→K2pmiss. The curve is a fit
using the functions described in the text.2-6
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IMPROVED MEASUREMENT OF THE PSEUDOSCALAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 032002for them1n final state. The detection efficiency for thefp1
decay mode is 22.3%, while for theDs*
1 the efficiency is
9.4% @14#.
Figure 7~a! shows both the invariant mass of thefp1. In
~b!, we showDM5M (gfp1)2M (fp1) after requiring
that thefp1 mass be within624 MeV of theDs
1 mass.
Fitting the data to Gaussian signals shapes whose wi
are determined by Monte Carlo simulation we find 57
6123 Ds
1→fp1 events and 1256654 Ds* 1 events. Tak-
ing into account the relative efficiencies we determine t
the ratio ofDs*
1/Ds
1 production is 1.0860.13. This number
reflects the direct production of a vector charmed-stra
meson relative to the direct production of a pseudosc
charmed-strange meson, above 2.4 GeV/c @15#.
III. LEPTON FAKE BACKGROUND CALCULATION
Even after strict lepton identification requirements ha
been applied, significant numbers of hadron fakes still en
our signal region because of the abundance of fast ha
tracks. To properly account for the hadron fake backgrou
we need to measure precisely the effective excess muo
electron fake rate ratio to derive the correct backgrou
level. TheD* decays provide us with well-tagged kaon a
pion samples. In our previous publication, the uncertainty
the fake rate value dominated the systematic errors. One
jor improvement of the current analysis is the better deter
nation of these rates for muons and electrons from m
larger tagged data samples obtained by using new data
adding more channels.
In this analysis, in addition to the decay sequenceD* 1
→Dop1→(K2p1)p1, we also include D* 1→Dop1
→(K2r1)p1, and D* o→Dopo→(K2p1)po to get as
many events as possible.KS→p1p2 samples are also use
to determine the pion fake rate and are combined with
D* results to get better statistics. Over 10 000 events w
collected with either ap or K with momentum greater tha
2.4 GeV from the above channels.
In Fig. 8 we show theM (p1K2p1)2M (K2p1) mass
difference after a cut onKp mass consistent with theDo
mass for kaons or pions which pass our cuts for muons
electrons. The number of events is determined by a fit wit
double Gaussian for the signal and half-integer power po
nomials for background. Both fitting function shapes are
rived from the mass difference distribution without lept
identification suppression. Our extracted fake rates~before
decay in flight correction! are listed in Table I. The sam03200hs
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reconstruction methods are used to collect kaon and p
samples from the channelsDo→K2r1, and D* o→Dopo
whereDo goes toK2p1. The fake rates are determined b
fitting the mass distributions for the amount of signal. T
fake rates derived from the different channels are sum
rized in Table I, and the weighted average fake rates are
shown.
The contributions to the lepton fake rates from kaon a
pion decays in flight are not necessarily included in t
above procedure because particles decaying close to the
duction point may not appear in theDo mass peak. To ac
count for this effect, we used a Monte Carlo study
200 000 D* 1→Dop1→(K2p1)p1 events. After muon
identification cuts are applied, theD* 1 mass difference plot
has a peak region used to derive the fake signal and a
away from the peak, which is due to events in which t
kaon decays. We extract a correction factor to the fake
of 1.1860.06 by computing the ratio of the tail area to th
peak area. We find no events out of theD* mass difference
peak in which the pion has decayed. This is because of
relatively long pion lifetime and because the muon mom
FIG. 8. M (pKp)2M (Kp) mass difference distributions fo
four cases of hadrons identified as leptons:~a! kaon as muon,~b!
kaon as electron,~c! pion as muon, and~d! pion as electron. The
signal shapes were determined from the distribution of mass dif
ence for fully reconstructedD* 1 candidates. The area of the Gaus
ian component and the normalization of the background are allo
to float.TABLE I. Fake rates for P. 2.4 GeV/c.
Data samples No. of No. of Fake rates~%!
K p K/m K/e p/m p/e
D* 1(Do→K2p1) 9404 7461 0.9460.11 0.0460.05 0.6060.12 0.2460.06
D* 1(Do→K2r1) 1368 682 1.2360.33 0.2260.20 0.3060.40 0.1560.21
D* o(Do→K2p1) 3174 2048 1.0760.21 0.1760.10 0.8460.35 0.6060.31
KS→p1p2 - 3527 - - 0.7460.15 0.3760.10
Total/Average 13964 13718 0.9860.08 0.1260.05 0.6560.08 0.3160.062-7
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M. CHADA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 032002tum is very close to that of the parent pion.
We determine the hadron induced muon and electron f
background contributions by multiplying theDM distribu-
tion of all tracks, excluding leptons, by the effective fak
rates determined above. The fractions of kaon, pions
protons are 60%, 27% and 13% as ascertained from Mo
Carlo simulation. The effective fake rates from protons a
anti-protons are small,'0.1%, and almost equal for muon
and electrons.
IV. RESULTS
TheDM distributions for the muon and electron data a
the calculated effective excess of muon fakes over elec
fakes are given in Fig. 9~a!. The histogram is the result of
x2 fit of the muon spectrum to the sum of three contrib
tions: the signal, the scaled electrons, and the excess of m
over electron fakes. Here, the sizes of the electron and
contributions are fixed and only the signal normalization
allowed to vary. We remind the reader that the signal c
sists of two components, whose relative normalization
fixed. These two components are the decayDs*
1→gDs1 ,
Ds
1→m1n and the direct decayDs1→mn and D1→m1n
combined with a random photon. Our measurement of
Ds*
1/Ds
1 production ratio allows us to constrain the relati
normalization.
We find a signal of 182622 events in the peak which ar
FIG. 9. ~a! The DM mass difference distribution forDs*
1 can-
didates for both the muon data~solid points!, the electron data
~dashed histogram! and the excess of muon fakes over electr
fakes~shaded!. The histogram is the result of the fit described in t
text. ~b! The DM mass difference distribution forDs*
1 candidates
with electrons and excess muon fakes subtracted. The curve is
to the signal shape described in the text.03200e
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attributed to the processDs*
1→gDs1 , Ds1→m1n. We also
find 250638 events in the flat part of the distribution corr
sponding toDs
1→m1n or D1→m1n decays coupled with a
random photon. The contribution of a realD1→m1n decay
with random photons is not entirely negligible since t
D* 1→gD1 branching ratio does not enter. TheD1 fraction
is estimated to be about (1868)% relative to the totalDs
1
→m1n plus random photon contribution.
To explicitly display the signal, we show, in Fig. 9~b!, the
DM distribution after the electrons and the fakes are s
tracted. The curve is a fit of the data in Fig. 9~a! to the signal
shape calculated from theDs*
1 sample and random photo
background calculated from theD* 1 sample. All of the
events in this plot are signal, the background having alre
been subtracted.
Using the fit result of 182622 events, we extract a width
for Ds
1→m1n by normalizing to the efficiency correcte
number of fully reconstructedDs*
1→gDs1 , Ds1→fp1
events, 24740612006810 @14#. The efficiency for recon-
structing thefp1 decay is obtained from Monte Carlo. W
find
G~Ds
1→m1n!
G~Ds
1→fp1! 50.17360.02360.035, ~7!
where the first error is the statistical error on the measu
numbers ofm1n and fp1 events. The second error is th
total systematic error of 20%, whose components are s
marized in Table II.
The errors that arise from the relative muon to electr
ormalization, the muon fake rate, the electron fake rate,
the Ds*
1/Ds
1 production ratio, are estimated by fitting th
data with each parameter changed by6 1s. The error on the
relative fractions of pions, kaons and protons entering i
the fake rate calculation is computed by changing the fr
tions to 70%, 20% and 10%, respectively. We judge this
be the outer limit at 90% confidence level of the chan
possible in these ratios. This, in turn, changes the exc
muon to electron to fake rate by 12% leading to a 7% cha
in the yield. A systematic error of63% for the detection
fficiency of the normalization modefp1 is also included.
The radiative decay rates forDs
1→ l 1ng and B1
→ l 1ng have been considered by Burdman, Goldman a
Wyler @23#. They predict that
fitTABLE II. Systematic errors on width ratio~%!.
Source of error Value Size of error~%!
Muon fake rate ~0.6960.05!% 9
Electron fake rate ~0.2160.03!% 7
p/K/p fractions~sources of fakes! 60%/27%/13% 7
m/e normalization 1.0160.03 9
Detection efficiency ~4.260.3!% 7
Ds*
1/Ds
1 production ratio 1.0860.13 8
fp1 normalization 24740612006810 3
Total systematic error 202-8
IMPROVED MEASUREMENT OF THE PSEUDOSCALAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 032002TABLE III. Current experimental results onf Ds usingDs
1→m1n.
Collaboration Observed Publishedf Ds Correctedf Ds
events value~MeV! value ~MeV!
CLEO ~old! @4# 3968 344637652642 282630643634
WA75 @5# 6 232645620648 238647621648
BES @6# 3 4302130
1150640 Same
E653 @7# 23.266.020.9
11.0 194635620614 190634620626
CLEO ~this work! 182622 - 280619628634o
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uncilG~Ds
1→m1ng!
G~Ds
1→m1n! 5~1210!310
22mV
2 GeV2, ~8!
wheremV
2 is a vector coupling constant which has a value
approximately 0.1 for theDs
1 meson. While the radiative
decay rate forB1 is comparable to the non-radiative rate, t
radiative decay rate forDs
1 is estimated to be between 0.1
and 1% of the non-radiative rate. Furthermore, they also
dict that the radiative muon and electron rates are equa
our electron subtraction would remove any residual effec
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured the ratio of decay widths
G~Ds
1→m1n!/G~Ds1→fp1!50.17360.02360.035.
~9!
To extract the decay constantf Ds we need to known the
partial width for theDs
1→fp1 decay. The totalDs1 width
is well known because of precise lifetime measurements@3#,
but the absolutefp1 branching ratio has a large error. U
ing the latest PDG average valueB(Ds1→fp1) of (3.6
60.9)%, andtDs5(4.6760.17)310
213s, we find
f Ds5~280619628634! MeV. ~10!
The first error is statistical, and the second is systematic
sulting from our relative width ratio measurement, and
third error reflects the uncertainty in the absoluteDs
1
→fp1 branching ratio. This result supersedes our previ
one, using a data sample that includes the one used in
previous analysis. The reduction in the central value is
marily due to the better measurement of the lepton fake r
that lowered the pion/electron fake rate.
For comparison, we list in Table III the old CLEO resu
and published results from other experiments that used
Ds
1→m1n decay to measuref Ds. We have changed the va
ues of f Ds according to the new PDGDs decay branching
fractions for the normalization modes, and have corrected
old CLEO result by using the new fake rates determined03200f
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this analysis@5#. The lowering of the central value of the ol
CLEO result is mostly due to the change in the fake r
determination, which is now much more precise.
In addition, there are new results using theDs
1→t1n
decay from the L3 Collaboration@16# of 309658633638
MeV, and 330695 from the DELPHI Collaboration@17#.
Our new measurement gives the most accurate off Ds.
Theoretical predictions off Ds have been made usin
many methods. Recent lattice gauge calculations@18# give
central values of 199 to 221 MeV with quoted errors in t
640 MeV range. Other theoretical estimates use poten
models whose values@19# range from 210 to 356 MeV, and
QCD sum rule estimates@20# that are between 200 and 29
MeV. Predictions forf Ds have also been made by combinin
theory with experimental input. Assuming factorization f
B̄→D* Ds2 decays combined with measured branching
tios, gives a value of Ds range of about 280 MeV with an
error of about 60 MeV@21#. Use of experimental data o
isospin mass splittings in theD* andD system gives a value
for f D of 290 MeV @22#. ( f Ds is thought to be 10% to 20%
higher thanf D .)
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